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In-Situ Process Control:
Photomasks etching

PlasmaScope
DigiCPM

Summary
This note describes how the Optical Emission Spectroscopy (OES) technique can be easily used to
control in-situ, the etching of photomasks, used for mass production devices.
Introduction
Photolithography is an indispensable technique for microelectronic device production, as it defines
the edges of patterns on semiconductor wafers.
The wafer is covered by a photosensitive resist layer. The areas to be etched are exposed to UV light
that is projected through a photomask.
Photomasks are usually based on a Quartz substrate covered by a specifically designed pattern of
Chromium. The Photomask is therefore a critical element for the photolithography process and the accuracy of photomask etching is therefore an important phase of microelectronic technology.
Intrumentation
The PlasmaScope (and DigiCPM) system consists of an
OES CCD sensor coupled with windows-based user
friendly software. This instrument allows both process
control monitoring and endpoint detection. The flexibility of the system makes it suitable both for R&D (PlasmaScope) & mass production control (DigiCPM).
Procedure
The OES signal is obtained from the reactor's side window through an optical fiber. OES CCD is a fast and
accurate non-intrusive technique, which allows in-situ
& real-time layer interface detection.
After recording a run the best emission lines and endpoint algorithms can easily be determined. The
user friendly multitasking capabilities of the PlasmaScope makes plasma monitoring and endpoint
detection easier for various materials & plasmas conditions.
Measurement
Photomasks are etched down to reach the Cr/Quartz interface. Cl2, O2 and CHF3 based chemistry. Open area: from 1 to 100%.
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Analysis & Recipes Creation
After acquisition of the entire plasma emission spectra
versus time, the most suitable wavelengths to control the
process step are tracked and selected. The PlasmaScope
software shows the change in the intensity of these wavelengths, along with their derivatives or any other suitable
algorithm (ratio, spectral range,…). Any of these can be
easily incorporated into suitable endpoint recipe that is
specific to the process.

Chemistry:
CHF3+Cl2+02

Spectra acquisition, whole plasma
emission follow-up in real-time

Relevant wavelengths pattern research,
using AutoPattern software. The program
detects the patterns for each wavelength.
The figure shows an example of three
detected patterns.

Endpoint after 324 s.
Cr/Quartz interface reached

Using relevant wavelengths, the recipe
can be created. Real-Time algorithms
follow-up for endpoint detection.
Conclusion
PlasmaScope is a powerful OES CCD technique based system to control photomasks etching. Use of the built-in AutoPattern software, allows the most relevant wavelengths to be identified, this facilitates rapid Endpoint recipes development.
Simultaneous rising and falling edges observed on several selected lines and plasma bands show the Cr/Quartz interface
presence. These changes trigger the appropriate endpoint condition set in the recipe and this automatically stops the process when the interface is detected.
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